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of Jim Bottino, Mike Toney, and 
Colleen Tierney of Phi Pi Delta. 
At the end of the second day of. 
the Games, the score was Phi Pi 
The First Annual Greek Delta 41, Sigma Chi 37. 
Olympics was held April 30th On Wednesday, Phi Pi Delta 
thru May 4th, with Phi Pi Delta extended their lead to 53-45 by 
eeking out a two point win over winning the egg toss at the hands 
their closest rival, Sigma Chi. of Nancy Collins and T.J. 
Three events were held on Latham. That .night at the 
Monday. The golf, held at Wooden Nickel, with shouts of 
Ridder Country Club in Whit- "Eat the Bowl" still ringing in 
man, was won by Phi Pi Delta's their ears, Phi Pi Delta's John 
Greg Gelineau and John Lenata. Gould and Sheldon Kraus won 
Two events took place behind the Chili Chow, and a while later 
the Kelly Gym, the softball accu- Al D'Erico and Jeff Nummelin 
racy throw, won by Colleen Tier- took the Pizza Pigout. 
ney of Phi Pi Delta, and the The following day not much 
flipper relay, won by Sigma happened. The only event that 
Chi's quartet of Tom Goyette, :::ounted for points was the Volvo 
George Conway, Maureen Squeeze-Ir:, _won bY'. 24 
the lead from Phi Pi Delta by, 
winning the Chariot race (Sara 
Layport, Phil Jackson, Caroline 
Murphy, Janie Makinence, Jim 
Goeff, Steve Hughes, Steve Cha-
plan,and Brett Morgan), the 
Three-Way-Carry (Sara Lay-
port, Steve Spevokowski, Phil 
Jackson, and Eric Loring), and 
the Dizzy Bat (Kevin Kiernan, 
Tom Goyette; and Maura 
O'Neil). But Phi Pi Delta held on 
by winning the Three-Legged 
Race (Doug Rice, Dave Cassi-
nelli, Nancy Collins, and Jeff 
Nummeliri). · 
Final scores: Phi Pi Delta 83, · 
'Sigma Chi 81, Aeta Gamma Roe 
58, and Alpha Upsilon 28. 
err and Phil Jackson. members ot Sigma Chi. That 
-----~~·'af""'the hrst day of-~,-'"'ttl~t'r''"'a't"'wtl1!·~·~·~· MflliliiliililllllBt•eMM~ .... ------· 
competition, Sigma Chi and Phi Nickel, the controversi_aJ, Hot landing), and lastbut certainly 
Special recognition also to 
Kappa Phi Omega for "Best 
Spirit"; to Phi Beta Sigma for 
Pi Deltawere tied with 21 points Legs Contest.was held with Car: not least to Alpha Upsilon's 
eacff~~'1111,~'iiillr1:~~"'"'' \''•'·': • .. • lene Charland of ·Kappa Phi Jerry McDermott, ''Sportsman 
Tuesday began with the Triv.; Omega win:11iD:gforthegirls~an~ of the Year" for appearing in 
ial Pursuit contest which was Andy Sch1ch1lone of Phi P1 every event. 
won b/the Phi Pi DeJta team of Delta taking it for the guys. Many thanks to the Greek 
Kathy Boyd, Rich Mankovich, When the dust had settled, Council for organizing the 
Jim Lynch and Sheldon Kraus. Sigma Chi had cu~ th.e deficit in Olympic Games, especially to 
The tennis competition was won half, the score-Phi P1 Delta 62, Jeanette Humphreys of Kappa 
by Alpha Upsilon's Jerry Sigma ~hi 58. . P.hi Omeg3: a~d R.ich Mank~~ 
McDermott and Tyler Lock- The fmal round of competi- · v1ch of Phi P1 •Delta for the1r 
ridge. The basketball free throw tio~ was held ~atur~ay. Sigma tireless, effort in makingGreek 
competition was won by the trio Chi made a valiant bid to wrest Week ~5 such a. l~rge success. 
Elections: 




Election r~sults for the office 
of President of the Class of 1988 
are finally in.Jn one of the tight-
est races this semester, Katie 
Sheehan defeated Benny Malloy 
(86-75). In the primaries these 
two candidates were seperated 
by only one vote. 
The delay in determining the 
identity of the next president of 
this class occurred as a result of 
the controversial "Box th~t 
didn't stay locked," inc.ident. 
The initial electfon for this office 
was declared· invalid when the 
bal1o'1· ··· box . was ·, discovered 
unlocked· in:Denis ·Lawrence's 
· officer Lawrence's keys were 
reportedly. stolen from the desk 
of SGA secretary Roz Morrison. 
Sometime · during . · the night. 
Nevertheless, .... barring . further 
controversy . this eiection will 
stand .. · The Comment staffwould 
· like· ·to, ex.tend our·congratula-
·tions .. and ~ best wishes to Katie 
Sheehan dutj11g her tenµre . 
. ·:., .. ,:: 1"', -~-' ''··~·,·:·:,·._~::.:. ~'.. "~--. '-.. _ -·~. ' 
GOODBYE 
The CommentStaffwould like (Managing Editor), Cisco 
to take this opportunity to thank Meneses (Business Manager-
all of those faithful readers who /layout), Michelle Lombardo 
supported the paper this past (News Editor), Russel Doherty 
semesler. (Entertainment Editor), Pam-
Guide To 
Features 
The people who were instru- mie Berkovits . (Photo Editor), 
mental in constructing "The Carrie Kulick (Editor-in-ChieO, · 
sacred scrolls" (as we fondly call Roger Spring, Kristina Robbins, 
the Comment in its layout form) and new commer Doug Mann. 
were: Contributing writersDo~g As you can see it took a large L 2 3 
• ·=·=·=·=· etters . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . , .... :·:·:·:·: ~~~f~n'o.! oy:~.ne M~:~qul~~~yi',. :t:~~kg· ~~~e!~cea.~~ydpi:~.ir:~~~~l~ [~1l~l .· . . · . . J~~~f1\. ~ 
:.:._::· ..: .. ·:.:. E. d1tor1al ............................. 3 ·.·:.:.:.=.::.::.:·.·: Peggy Hayes,. Phil MacDougall, your way. These individuals 
Dan Grinnell, Laura Cla. rk, Pa.t have .given unselfish amounts of :~:~:~:~: ·A· Ju· · n .. 1· · A. ward'.:- · 5 ~:~~:j:~:j;1 
····=···· . m . . . . o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .·.·:·=·=·=· 
Moynihan, Mike Jankowski, their time with no othercompen- ~~~~~l~~ ·. .. .· . · · . ·· · ·· · · · · · · . Jj\~M. 
· Mike Storey, Ellen Chevalier, sation . other· than personal ::::::::: Classified ....................... ,, ...... 6::r:::=*:: 
Nancy Roberson, ·.and' •J>aiti ·satisfac-tion~ ... · · ;~~~m~l .' .... · .. ·. .· . .. .. . . 7 ~~1~@~~~· Hardy. · .. . . : ··We a8 staff have ·done o\h:J:tCst ~=:::::: Enterta1nm~nt ........... ~· ....... ~ . . . . :::::::::::: 
Other members wbo contrib- . to service the college community ~~~~tr · .· . .. . . . · . ·· .· . . ·l·O~~?~i~j@ 
uted large amounts of theii time aµd hope that you as the reader :::::::::·Sports • • . • • • . • • • . • • . • .. • • • • . • . • • • • • • . :::::=:~::; 
. were: Sports Editor Tony share our enthusiasm in continu- :~~~~~~~ .. . • . . ··• . ' ·. ·... . 1 . ..J.~M~; Fagan; ··former Entertainment ·ing ~n t}lis great traditio.n. ··:·:·:· L1v1ng .................... , •.. • ·1 • • • • .. • ""t;=t•·.w 
Editor John Beaton, Comment ·.· Next year's ' Editor.:.in . Chief ~~\;~;; ·. . ..... · ·.··· •.. .· .. . · . . .· . ·.. · . . ·. - • ~~Jj : 
Secretary Roberta Bena,. and \VilL'be Michelle. Lombardo.: :::::::: No Comment!! .• ~ •..• '• .............. 2Q;~·:·:=: 
Circulation. ·Ma.nag.er :Dave; Managing Editor Roger Spring, . ~~~~~ .· · .. . · .. · . · • ·· . .f~~ 
·Cormier. . · ~ports. Tony. Fagan, Living ::::::::. . . . . ::~~:; 
The members of' the ·Sunday: Peggy Hayes·, and Photography ·:·-.··: ·~~~·:-:, ~=~.~~f<'i:r;;;~.l~:.Qli;~~;;~":~;~mie BerkOvits. · Jl-··, .. <--:~!~~~:}" ~ 
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letters to the editOF • • • 
SERVICE 
Above and Beyond 
The Call Of Duty 
To the Editor: 
At this time of year when eve-
ryone has something negative to 
say about everyone concerned 
with the SGA and the Comment. 
At this time I want to say thank 
you to the different people who 
have worked hard regardless of 
what other people think. 
J .J. Beaton: for keeping a firm 
grip on the gavel although we 
know he actually wanted to hit a 
few heads and not the table. 
Jeff Nummelin: a wonderfully 
planned and organized home-
coming weekend. 
Deb S? ntheson: for the minutes 
always up to the minute and 
right on tlme. 
Nadine Lucas: for the masterful 
way you handled the budget 
hearings- regardless of how 
other people felt. 
Rich Mankavich: for planning 
an excellent Greek Week and 
congratulations for your Senior 
Leadership Award. 
Mike Volpone: for making it 
thru the 4th quarter without any 
broken bones. 
Thomas Foley III:: for being 
SGA's favorite pin-up girl and 
-part,idp~nt in the. Board of 
6. 
Homecoming Weekend and pul-
ling off an excellent parade. 
Greg Gelineau: for saving a dam-
sel in distress from an ugly 
dragon. 
Christin Quinn: for keeping us 
informed on the GER Curricu-
lum Committee. 
Greg Mathis: for doing an excel-
lent job as editor-in-chief last 
se_mester (regardless about what 
you wrote on Purple Reign and 
requesting Like a Virgin. Happy 
Valentines Day. 
Patrick Menges: for guiding the 
court thru a productive two 
years. (Although I haven't 
always agreed). 
Melissa Frank: a person that 
alwayus has her own opinion, 
looking forward to you return-
ing to the court again next year. 
Louise Glass: I believe the court 
should wear robes, we'll miss 
you. 
Bob Zupperloi: an excellent job 
helping with the Spring Ball, see 
you in the fall. 
Chris Clark: even as a freshman 
your impartialty on the family-I 
mean student court has been well 
recieved. 
Steve Mello: good luck next year 
you'll need it. 
Jack Murry: for having such a 
good head on your shoulders 
Steven Sawyer: for keeping such 
excellant records. 
Roz: for never saying anything 
wrong. ~ 
Bobby: for setting up the Ads for 
the Comment and hard work all 
year 
Carrie: for doing a excellant job 
as editor and past work on 
S.G.A 
Cisco: althou, 
your still in business. 
Michelle Lombardo: for always 
writing so fairly _about S~G.A.'s 
doirlgs (don't stop now) and 
good luck nex_t year as Editor. 
'Matt Donoghue: for keeping Ma 
Bell in business and for working 
so hard for S.S.A.M. (elmer) 
and I couldn't have said ·it better 
myself!! (although maybe not as 
long winded!) 
Trust JMe! ! ! 
Dear Editor: 
I attended last night't SGA 
meeting at which Steve· Mello· 
was appointed and sworn in as 
the new Chief Justice of the Stu-
dent Court. My presence was 
recommended, as was that of all 
associate justices. Upon my 
slightly tardy arrival. I was 
informed that Justices Frank 
and· Zupperoli had left, having 
been told that the . motion 
regarding this matter was not 
going to be heard. This was, in 
fact, untrue. They could not be 
reached following their depar-
ture. 
When the motion for appoint-
ment was opened for discussion, 
I voiced my opinion of the pro-
ceedings. This opinion is that the 
Senate should not be voting on 
any appointee without having 
had an oppo,rtunity to examine 
his or her qualifications, as well 
as that of all candidates. This is 
in no way an attack on Steve and 
he concurs with me regarding an 
informed vote by the Senate. 
Denis _Lawrence's initial 
speech, on Steve's behalf, stated 
that Steve was an R.A. at Scott 
Hall, a member of the Law Club, 
and a "familiar" face on campus. 
Facing the Senators, Lawrence 
said, "Trust me". 
Trust me???? Ask no questions 
- just be quiet and vote my 
way???? I was and am appalled. 
Freshly - retired Chief Justice 
Menges also spoke on Steve's 
behalf, stating that Steve was an 
"unfamiliar" face on campus, 
which is good, and an interested 
and qualified candidate. ings with Steve. 
1 stated that. I wasn't sure if I was told by Denis Lawrence 
Steve's face was familiar or not, that the SGA follows the guide-
but that while he was a good can- lines of the Constitution of the 
didate, other more experienced Commonwealth of Massachu-
and equally interested candi- setts. If this is so and state proce-
dates also exist, who deserve a <lures are followed: 
fair and equal chance. 1. Denis should not be present at 
. Matt Donague jumped into SGA meetings, -
the fray, attempting to question 2. the public should have been 
my right to speak, following made aware of the opening up of 
which he invited other justices to position of Chief Justice on the 
speak. Apparently their right to court, 
speak would vary from mine. I 3. all qualified candidates 
suggest to Matt that he read should have had the opportunity 
Amendment I to the Constitu- to be considered 
tion of the United States when he 4. a committee should have 
has a free moment. His next existed which itself had the right 
attempt was to wave the red flag to evaluate the merits and 
of "separation of powers". This approve or disapprove any 
tactic also failed, as it was not candidate nominated by the 
relevant to the issue. president. Precedents for this 
Ann McLaughlin noted that also exist on a national level i.e. 
the Senate would be voting Nixon's attempts to appoint 
issues of Steve's being a qualified Haynesworth and Carswell to 
candidate and that it didn't mat- . the U.S. Supreme Court 
ter if there were other, perhaps (neither man made it out of com-
more qualified candidates. I mittee ). (Excuse the 
remain unsure of how to repond analogy, Steve, please). 
to that. I personally feel that it ' I urge all students and student 
could matter a great deal: it is the representatives to examine 
crux of the issue. issues thoroughly before voting. 
I am aware of conflicts of per- Voting is one of your most pre-
sonality between parties wishing cious privileges - please don't let 
to be Gonsidered and parties anyone sweet-talk, bully, or rush 
recommending candidates. I am away your right to complete 
also aware that other justices information. This also protects 
have to live with whomever is the appointee. 
appointed. One stated to me a Steve - I wish you all the best 
displeasure with the way things in your new position. I highly 
were being handled, coupled respect you and have enjoyed 
with a refusal to speak his or her working with you. 
mind for fear of being misunder-
stood or precipitating hard feel-
Sincerely, 
Louise Glass 
Class of '85 
~~~~~~......-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1s ter as t e a:ys ecoine· 
weeks· and the hours we spend 
together become few 
Often I will think of the 
' time I've shared with you 
I'm grateful.for the gifts 
of part of yourselves you've 
given me 
I just want you all to know 
You've all added something I will love you forever. .. still 
unique 
All of our laughter and our to create our family Carrie Kulick 
hopes 
and even our tears 
Are memories that will 
remain with me now and 
. thro-ugh the years 
As the season changes and 
each flower comes to grow 
The wind takes some seeds 
somewhere else where they 
have to go 
John Lanata: for showing cer-
tain people the correct way to 
use shaving cream during SGA 
Weekend and for your participa-
tion on the Boat Comm. 
Ed Miller: for being such a good 
cabinet member and lets 
remember a time limit next 
year!!! ............ lllfl .. lllllllllllllllllllllllilll .. 111 ........................................ llli. 
Kathy White:· for showing us 
creative design when making 
posters 
Nancy Collins: for cheering us 
along thru out the year and FIST 
lives on. 
Collin Manzo:· for occassionaly 
gracing us with his presence. 
Heidi Berry: for entertaining us 
with her interesting poems 
(thanks Dan). 
Dan Darcy: thanks for showing 
us a 0.0 margin of error. and for 
letting U$ become more informed 
about the under achievers and 
the concerned students. 
Jacqui Gravel: for doing such an 
excellent job with the past 
election. 
Steve DiClemente: for being 
such an excellent Student Trus-
tee. FIST will live on. 
Brian Jenney: thanks for being 
the next fool-I mean person to 
become Elections director. 
· Peggyu Hayes: for maintaini~g 
her interest during meetings Gust 
how many ·tiles are in the 
Chamber Concil floor?) 
Darren Tarr: for always being so 
outspoken during meetings.· 
Benny Malloy: We'll miss you 
next year at the Shoe. 
Kevin Dwyer: you finally got in 
regardless of the b:s., good-luck 
next year!! But please don't be a 
Stagnate Trustee. 
Anne McLaughlin: our muscle-
bound Sargent-of Arms and 
thanks for the pushing so we 
finally got our coffee machine. 
Kathy Boyd: we hope the boat 
did not wash away your keys to 
happiness. 
Denis Lawrence: good work on 
the leadership in the S.G.A., I 
hope you find your keys to 
happin,ess. 
Don Ha4$e: for the. excellant 
Legal Advice you have given me 














Francisco J. Meneses 
Pammie Berkovits 
Dave Cormier 
B.S.C. .-------.... -----------... ,....---------1 
Vice President Deep: enjoy your 
summer and don't miss us to 
much we'll be back before you 
know it!!!! 
To the Seniors who are leaving 
,good-luck in what.ever you do!! 
Staff: Dqug1as Benson, Roger Spring, K.ri$tina Robbins 
J oa~ne P,asquinelli, Deidre Dillman, Sandy Scoppettoulo: 
Kevin Dwyer, Mark Avery, Peggy Hayes~ Phil MacDou-:-
gall, Greg Mathis, Dan Grinnell, Lau.ra Clark, Pat Moyni-
han, Mike Jankowski, Mik~ Sto_rey, Ellen Chevalier, Nancy 
Roberson 
Business Manager 
Francisco J. Meneses' 
Advertising Manager 
Roberta Bena 
We will all miss you. .----------~ .... ---------------...Jl..---~--------1 
The Comment Is a student supp~rted and operated weekly ne~spaper serving the academic commllnity of Bridgewat~r State .Coll~ge .. 
To the new Senators, G,ood 
· Luck next year you will all need 
,it, work hard!!! 
To any one I may have forgotten 
I'm sorry!! 
Si~cerely, 
A Hole in ·the Sho( 
.1 
Editorial policy is determined by the: Editor--in-Chiefin Consultat_ion with the Editorial Board .. Re--pubiicatio~ of all material herein is 
prohibited witho_ut_ the: expressed written_ permission of the Editor-in-Chief. Al! materials submitted become the property of The Comment. 
Letters to the Editor are c:ncouraiC<f, b~t may be limited to 250 words or less and. should be typed. Letters, classified advertiscmehts and all 
other written materials are subject to cpndensation. Advertising ra.tes are available µpon request. Any person wishing to join The Commenl 
should contact either the: Editor-in-Ch.icf or the Mana1ing Editor. All correspondence should be addressed to The Comment, Student 
Union Buildin1, Bridgewater State College, Bridaewater.MA 02324. Telcp~one: (617)697-1200, ext. 21S.8. 
" \ - i. ' j, . • ·"' . ~ ' ' • 
Menges Resigns"· 
Last Tuesday night the SGA manner I wish t sen~te voted to accept the resig- thank Patrick for h ~s pe;.sonal!y 
nation· of Patrick Men es . . 1 ~p~ ience m 
Chief Justice of th S~ d as tutoring me with the msight I 
Court It . . . e u ent shall need to sustain and build 
mere .wo:~sm~r~:r~~o~ that no the integrity a~d efflorescence of 
ade uat ere can the court. I wish to thank those , 
. q 
1
. ely portray the profes- of you who spoke .on my behalf 
s10na ism and dedication T d . Patrick has bestowed upon the . ues ayl night, Y?ur confidence 
. . is great y appreciated I would ~our:t m his three .years as Chief also like to thank tho~e of ou 
ust1ce. The prestige and. honor who voiced opposition for s~ar-
of the court as well as the Justices ing your concerns. To graduat-
.has al~a~ be~ an utmost con- ing Justices Louise Glass John 
cern. o. r. enges. I believe Murray as well as Patrick. 
that it~ largely through his con- Menges-thankyou, congratula-
cerns t a~ odur st17dent court has tions and best wishes in all your 
c?~man e continued respecta- future endeavours 
bihty and performed its assigned · Ch. f J . t k · h" ie ustice 
as s m. a ighly venerable Steven Melo 
cliscrlfuihafi·(;n and "singing" out 
food FIX are abused and in 
error. 
As far as the authority of the 
Senate Post Audit and Oversight 
.Committee, it needs to" be 
1p~inted out that I and ·my co·m-
m1ttee as;ted in good faith, 
. unaware of the technical mistake 
• th~t was made in not voting 
twice for the formation of the 
committee. And up to this time, 
none of the SGA commitiees 
haye ~ny formally recognized 
1
gmdelmes or policies. Each com-
1mittee operates as it ses fit to 
operate effectively, policeing 
themselves from time to time. 
In answer to the charge of 
theft (of a computor disk)~ I have 
never stolen that which does not 
belong to me. On the other hand, 
~nder the past and future guide-
lines of the P.A. committee I am 
empowered and entitled to any 
information from anv SG A 
To: My Fellow Students a select 
few of the "Comment" staff and 
my brother and sister SGA sena-
tors. 
Greetings, 
a.udit committee is an investiga- funded committee, ;lub or 
t1ve arm of the SGA it's purpose organization. I and the commit-
is and will be to investigate any tee members are not required to 
SGA club or organization that ask of the person or persons 
receives , controls or operates being investigated for that info r-
and gives student funds. To do mation. We can ask an employee 
so, the post audit committee or any person who controls the 
n:ust be.autonomous and be pro- required information. 
v1ded with a broad scope of pow- Post Audit is and won't be 
ers limited only to the law and to required by law or guideline .o 
be responsible to the SGA and ini.tial~ ask ~uestions of anyone 
the students. The .;;eperation of bemg mvest1gated if it feels it can 
the post audit from ways and obtain in information elsewhere. 
means is appparent, if not , the Granted the committee, club or 
Monday, May 13, 1985 The Comment · 
Carrie Kulick 
Editor-in-Chief 
I would like to respond to a 
few of the articles in the April 
29th and May 6th issue of the 
"Comment": I believe in the stu-
dents of Bridgewater and the stu-
dent government which 
represents them. I like to think 
that I put the interests of stu-
dents before my own and in 
doing so, say that I proud to be a 
member of the student senate. I 
?isapprove of _the ideas or opin-
ion~ so some students that pro-
c la 1 m the S GA and it's 
committees to be akin to an S.S. 
organization. The inter-
relationship between the (tem-
por~rily) dissolved senate post 
audit and oversight committee 
and the house of representative 
P_ o_ st audi.t and ov:rsi~ht .. com_ -
explanation is simple: what if the organization will be notified that 
ways and means were to misuse i~ is the subject of an investiga- As 1 w~lked along t.he corridors of the Student Union early in 
funds? The Post Audit Commit- t1on, but that is the extent of the th~ ~?rmng~ 1. felt a little empty inside. I said to myself Kur k 
tee would need to be autonom- committee~s responsibility to t~is ts it~! This is the last paper, the last few days of school the ~~s~ 
ous and have the broad scope of that committee, club or ~h.an~e hor you to say _whatever ingenious {or not so in~eniou~) 
powers to enable it to operate organization: mg .... t at come to mind. · 
without interference from the In closing I would like to rest- This is ~he speech I have always wanted to give but never had the 
rest of the SGA. ate that the purpose of the ( in opportumty. As I look back on our days together you and 1 ( 1 feel 
As far as Francisco Meneses the future to be re-instated) I tk~ow you all personally after having flyers in every bathroom 
and FIX goes, I would like to Senate Post-Audit and Over- s a on campus), l wondered , as most of \'ou \Hob·\b\y h· . \. 
restate that before the formation sight committee is to protect the was a\\ worth \t. · • ,we,\ \\. 
of the Post Audit Comn"littee l int~rcsts of ~he student~ of H;1)' mind then _l"ocused _ C?n the g,\ant tree out~\L\~. -, \\\~ .. , \\'"- -_,_ ·~~V~f~k~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~C~\~lhou~t, 1n a\\ o\ ~~ ~oT~ and \tTI~~r\~~Gon. "\h~ ~\an\ 
was never even aware of the ~n~~t~!:~ possible misuse 0 laid in ~:~·~:;:::;':":r~l"1,,JOI~ -"·*"'"' mittee, 'Us Senate' investigative· committees; the F.B.I. and any 
. , :Q~;U'!ii~i~·-.·~1~,P .. "".~tr.'.'';.m_. e_.n· .. t .. s. _·. ··d .... e ... _.t .  ,_e·· ... c. t_ .iv. e_ .·units. !s·llfft\§;· 11"'.fne 11S6'A's post 
existance of the food-in-express Respectfully ~ost celebrated part o~ a tree, but they are certainly one of its most 
.Qrganization. So that charges Thomas W. Foley II I important parts. It 1s from these roots that nourishment is 
Response 
F*I*X and Make Up Your concern is well taken, 
I was fascinated by the letter 
to the Editor from Francisco 
Meneses titled •FIXED' which 
appeared in last week's edition of 
The Comment. 
Mr. Meneses expressed his 
wish that "future enterprising 
people in this school aren't.given 
the hassle I received from the 
SGA." The "hassle" Mr. 
Meneses got resulted not so 
much from the operation of a 
for-profit business on property 
of the Commonealth without 
having been authorized by either 
the College's Board of Trustees 
(for his use of Student Union 
facilities), Masachusetts State 
College Building Authority (to 
solicit goods and services in dor-
mitories), or the Board of 
Regents of Higher education, 
but because of his abuse of his 
plsition as Business Manager of 
The Comment in availing him-
self of state-based resources and 
credit (the SGA Fee Trust Fund 
which, in part, funds The Com-
ment) for the operation of his 
pr'ivate business enterprises. 
How many other stlJdentS 
ha:ve the opportunity to forward 
th~ir business interests in this 
manner? 
Whether the Senate Commit-
tee on Post Audit and Oversight 
was properly empowered in 
SGA 's Constitutional terms isn't 
however in some areas it seems 
that you are making unfounded· 
claims. For instance, . when you 
speak of the use of Comment 
the point (I should add that the material for personal gain, if you 
SGA's Committee structure are referring to the design and 
need't be set forth Constitution- creation of the FIX ads, I assure 
ally, but rather as a function of you that this is nothing more 
Senate By-laws) than what is donefor the major-
Perhaps instead of taking so ity of our paying customers. 
much relish in having found a Also, since FIX isaprofit organ-
loophole by which to .. clear" ization the Comment will be 
himself, Mr. Meneses might for reimbursed for any other mate-
once address his failure to follow rial consummed, such as that 
proper procedures in establish- used in the construction of the 
ing his business interests. No one many F!Xflyers that can be seen 
·would deny· that he . is clearly around campus. imagin~tive in his concepts and As far as. ''following proper 
marketing, and no one would procedures"this advice wou_ld be 
deny him a chance to make some better suited for the Post Audit 
money. Come on, Cisco, "F*I*X and Oversight Committee. Also, 
and Make-up!" in my mind, if the SGA is really 
In my mind, the SGA was not interested in "acting in the best 
only acting responsibly, but in a . interests of all . students" they 
manner which was clearly in the should provide help and support 
best interests of all BSC in student's persona"/ endeavors. 
students. SGA should guide those they 
One final point, though. Per- feel are. heading in the wrong 
haps BSC students ought to direction instead of. trying to 
decide whether or not it should turn them completely around. 
be an activity of .the Student . FIX wi~l be here next ye.ar, hope-
Government Association Fee fully wuh the help of those con-
Trust Fund to· facilitate for- cerned students. 
profit student businesses. I . am Cisco Meneses 
aware that such a system works T!he views e~pressed as Com-
very well and b.enefi~s many stu- · m~ntaries and letters to the Edi-· 
dents at.the Umverstiy of Massa- i:ir are soley the opinions of th1. 
chusetts at Amherst. author, ·and are not necessarily 
, Matthew P. Donoghue those of The Comment, its Edi-
tors or its Staff. 
extracted from the spil. It enables the tree to prosper and gain 
mor~ growth t~a~ the human ey~ could conceive. The trunk of the 
~ree is the a.dl1?m1stratiop, expanding slo\\/Jy, providing a s.t~biliz-
1ng force.w1thrn the tree. It holds the ~ree'together through all of· 
the seasons and changes it must undergo ·to survive; 
. . The bra.nches are the faculty; mostveryst-urdy, eachcfifferent in 
its extenswn and approach to life. It is from these branches that 
the leaves begin to sprout. The budding leaves are the freshmen ~ach new. very tender, i~tricate expressions of the tree's beauty~ 
As th: leaves take on the1r own patterns and designs, they flower 
and give off great color and scent. giving the tree its uniqueness 
from all other trees. 
The sophomores are older leaves, a little harder in te~ture and 
not so bright in color, but the lines in each leaf are more definite 
and sturdy, giving the tree a look of being full. . 
The ju~i~rs are those same leaves during the change of seasons, 
under bnlhant bursts of color when they begin to radiate the 
essence of the tree. Seniors are the leaves during the fall when they 
begin to scatter in the wind, taking its parts far beyond the once 
safe shadow of the tree. The leaves that fall to the ground nourish 
the soil and the process can begin again. 
I love that tree and always have. It mirrors for me the one 
constant element of Bridgewater State that will remain for the 
·most part unchanged when I return in my later years. I've gotten 
m?ch more from BSC. th~n I will ever be able to put back. I love 
this place, but I know its time to leave home and move on with my 
life. 
. Before I go. I want to thank those of you who have touched my 
h~e and supported me through many of my major transitions, 
without you (you know who you are) I wouldn't have been able to 
make it through. 
. So long BSC, ~o~ have gi~en me the best arid worst times of my 
life a~d for my hfe s education I will be forever grateful. 
HAVE A NICE LIFE!! 
~. ll. I .,I 'I I. 
,.• ... , ... 
~ ,.,, /}' ... ,_ ._,;ii ~..;: ' " 
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"It's on S.A.M.S." 
Fourteen members of the club 
S.A.M.S. spent an enjoyable 
and educating weekend in New 
York City. The expedition was 
headed by one, Mike Romano, 
President of S.A.M.S. The stu-
dents met at the Union early sat-
urday morning and loaded the 
two vans that were to take them 
to the Big Apple. After a quick 
visit to Cape Cod, the group was 
headed south. 
The students arrived at the 
Sheraton Plaza in New 
Rochelle, in in.id afternoon, and 
took advantage of the pool and 
beautiful day. The evening 
began with President Romano 
directing the group to one of the 
finer dining establishments for 
which New York is so famous. 
Then it was time to experience 
the city at night. 
A visit to 'Greenwich Village 
and Times Square proved both 
interesting and educating. 
Though Times Square was 
lively. Washington Square, 
located in the center of the Vil-
lage, ·proved to· be the groups' .. 
favorite nightspot. The diversifi-
cation of cultures .could be seen 
in the shops and restaurants, as 
well as in the thousands of peo-:: 
pie who filled them. 
After a good night sleep, the 
students woke at sunrise and 
ventured back into··· the city: 
Throughout Manhattan . the 
group traveIJed uptown, down-
town, and all around. A visit to 
the world trade center proved to 
be most interesting. The urban 
twin towers elevate into the sky 
over 100 stories, and house more 
than 1200 trading firms and 
organizations. While atop the 
center, one stands over a quarter 
mile up in the sky. On the obser-
vation deck you can see to the 
horizpn in all directions while 
taking in spectacular sights of 
skyscrapers in midtown Man-
hattan, famous New York neigh-
borhoods, Hudson and East 
Rivers and huge bridges which 
lead into the concrete island. 
The financial center of the 
nation- Wall Street, the Stock 
Exchanges and the Federal 
Reserve Bank are all within 
wakling distance from the World• 
Trade Center. Many of the activ-
ities offered throughout the wee- ; 
kend were free. Central Park is 1 
located just . north on Fifth ' 
Avenue and is a strange contrast 
to the surrounding urban atmos-
phere. Miles of untouched land 
is overshadowed by big city 
living. 
The success of the road trip 
can be attributed to good plan-
ning on the part of the growing 
organization of S.A.M.S: 
Members of the club are excited 
about taking part in future activ-







It is with great pleasure that 
the Theta Zeta Chapter of Sigma 
Chi at. BSC is sponsoring a 
$150.00 scholarship at Bridge-
water Raynham Regional High 
School. The Chapter is proud to 
contribute to the education of 
tomorrow's America. Though it 
is our first scholarship contribu-' 
tion it won't be our last, and 
hopefully the amount of the 
scholarship will continue to 
grow. 
The Brothers of Sigma Chi 
and the Little Sisters wish eve., 
ryone the best pf luck with final 
exams and hope you all have an 
enjpyable summer. 
WANTED 
DINING ROOM PERSONNEL: 
· *Experience --helpful .<butn6t necessary> . 
. ' . . ~ '' .. . '. ' . 
* Willingto train Cit you ate willing td 1e~rn) 
*Excellent earning ·pote'1tial 
*Must be able to work 
flexible . hours 




Rte. 58 Halifax, MA.· 
An· eq~al _«?~portur:ity employer 
Busy Semester 
. This semester has been a busy 
one for two BSC students. Rose 
Silvia and Domingo Amado are 
currently doing their internships 
in recreation. Ms. Silvia is an 
Activity Therapist at Children's 
Hospital in Boston while 
Domingo is an assistant in the 
Aquatice Program and also 
supervises the Strength Fitness 
Center at the Hockomock 
YMCA in North Attleboro. Ms. 
Silvia is a junior from So. Den-
nis, Ma., majoring in Physical 
Education with a minor in The-
rapeutic Recreation and Teacher . 
Certification grades 5-12. 
Mr. Amado is a senior from 
Hanson, Ma. majoring in Physi-
cal Education with concentra-
tions in Teacher Prep. grades 
5-12, coaching and recreation. 
Berth students feel that intern-
ships are an important part of 
ones studies at Bridgewater to 
enhance classroom learning with 
practical on the job experience. 
The have had a very positive · 
e.xperience and have learned a :JlfM~;l(:;::~ .. , ... : ... 
great deal, and they've also had 
fun in the process. 
Get INSTANT . CASH 
for Your Textbooks! 
Here ara a few examples of 
tH!es and prices we p3y: 
4th ed. $15.50 
Accounting: 
Basis for Bus.Dec. 
6th ed. $15.50 
Calculus with l\nalytic 
G~gmetry - Altered·'f3 
$20.75 
C. t Prir)ciples of Modern MgL er o: 2nd ed. $14.00 
You can get CASH ON THE SPOT 
when you sell your textbooks to your 
Campus Bookstore. We'll p,ay you top 
pr!ces-UP TO 50% of your purch¥e pnce! 
.The bGst time to sell is right after 
. your final .exams .... just bring -your 
boc,~s to the Campus Bookstore!. 
. . . 
. We: So0k.fo~ard· tG seeing· you. 
Forensic's Results 
. .... The Bndgewater State Fore-
nsic Society recen11Y conducted 
the annual CC 200 Dynamics of 
Human CommunicationSpeech 
Competition. Speakers were 
required to deliver a four to six 
minute persuasive speech. 
The results were: 
I st place- Kim Reilly . 
2nd place- Wayne Southworth 
' ' 
3rd place- Meg Costa 




Congratulations are in order for 
all contestants. Good luck in 
future competitions. 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
We are a large national 
corporation that is interested in 
students seeking a business 
career. Management and 
marketing are our specialty. 
Join l)S P,art-time during your 
school year/fulltime for the 
Summer and continue to grow 
with us after graduation: . 
Call: 583-1000 
South Shore 749-1056 
Plymouth 7 46-3777 
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ALUMNI A WARD $23,000 IN GRANTS, $10,000 IN SCHOLARSHIPS 
More than $23,000 in grants 
to faculty, student, and college 
projects -- plus more than 
$10,000 in scholarships to 
outstanding Bridgewater 
students -- were awarded on 
Saturd~py the Alumni 
Association. 
Dr. Gerard T. Indelicato, 
Class of 1971, and National 
Chairman of this year's Alumni 
Fund Campaign, announced 
the recipients of the $23,000 in 
grants at the annual business 
meeting of the alumni. 
Dr. Indelicato, because of his 
efforts as National Fund 
Chairman, was presented with 
the association's highest honor 
for volunteer service, the 
Bridgewater Alumni Award for 
Outstanding Service. The 
campaign which he chaired 
raised three times as much 
money as any previous fund 
raising effort, says Mr. Philip 
Conroy, Director of Alumni 
Affairs. 
When the Alumni Associa-
tion asked Dr. Indelicato to 
become National Chairman a 
year ago, a goal of $100,000 
\vas set. That goal was met and 
exceeded, and so far $120,000 
has been raised. 
At the same ceremonies 
Professor Robert Bent ·of the 
Department of Mathematics 
and Computer Science receiv·ed 
the Dr. V. James DiNardo 
Award for Excellence in 
Teaching. and the Nicholas 
Tillinghw.1 A H'ardfor Outsland-
ing,,Service. lOJ>LJ,biic .Edu,cafiop,, _ 
was a warded posthumously to 
a 1916 graduate, Alice Burton 
Dr. Jacqu~line Ha~i~i1:,c1ass 
of 1956, is the first recipient of 
the Catherine£. ComeauAward 
for Outstanding Leadership and 
Professional Development. 
The 50th anniversary class, 
the Class of 1935, turned out in 
strength and donated a $6,000 
scholarship to the College. 
Alumni President John W. 
Jones, Class of 1962, presided 
at the ceremonies, where 
several hundred alumni were 
present, including Laura 
Bradley Gere, Class of 1905, 
the oldest graduate present at 
the age of 102. Helen Lambert 
from the Class of 1910 was also 
in attendance. 
A highlight of the program 
came when Dr. Indelicato 
present~d: cash awards to the 
faculty' stUdent, and college 
projects : which had been 
selected for funding by an 




Dr. Joseph Huber, founder 
and director of the Clinic, was 
onc::h::ind, to receive a check for ui IJ::fJ Yr.:;r,., 
$2,340.00 to purchase video 
tape equipment for use in con-
junction with the instruction 
and programs of the Clinic, 
which Dr. Indelicato hailed as 
"a truly outstanding example 
of the College's impac i: on the 
broader community." 
Sports in American Life 
Dr. Philip Silvia of the 
Department of History was 
.J ~ ........ t 
Dr. Gerard T. Indelicato, left, Class of '71 and Alumni National Fund Chairman, presents check to Dr. Genevieve Fitzpatrick for her research 
present to receive a check for Dr. Wall Memorial Garden 
$500 to continue his research This proposal, written by the 
on this topic. Dr. Silvia has students of the Biology Club. 
studied the field of sport's con~ was funded for $900 to help the 
tributions to American life and completion of a memorial 
teaches a course on the subject. Japanese Garden in Dr. Wall's 
Irish Voice in America memory in the college gardens. 
Dr. Ch4rles Fanning of the Campus Signs 
Department of English was $3,500 to fund the first part 
given a $1,000 grant to of an ongoing program to 
continue his study of the Irish identify the campus and its 
in America for his latest book buildings and· fa<.:iliti<..:s was 
h b. S · j D I l\ li awanku. ~~t; f~s·~;~~~g· f ~·~ ·a·;~;~~~e~ ·. ···"'~,1c~.t1J1~~-?I-i~~it~.andri!t·· 
rnent, "Among our original, JlllpJicadons for the 
primary objectives in this cam~ Quality of Life for BSC 
paign was to recognize the Students 
scholarly commitments and Dr. Genevieve Fitzpatrick of 
achievements of Bridge.water the Department of: Health, 
faculty, and to encourage their Physical Education, and ~ec-
continuing research." reation was present to accept a 
Academic Advising Program check for $2,308 to enable her 
Dr. Edmund Haughey, to complete her research and 
coordinator of academic analysis on the· subject - of 
advising, was presented with a quality of life issues for 
a check for $4,500 to be used Bridgewater State stud.ents. 
for the Freshman Academic Rehabilitation of 
Advising Center to purchase College Greenhouse 
computer hardware and Dr. James Brennan of the 
software which will assist Department of Biological 
students in skills development. Sciences accepted a $1,000 
Burnell Campus. School check to assist in the planning 
phase of a complete restora-
tion of the College Green-
house, the oldest existing 
college facility. which dates 
back to 1872. 
In addition to these awards, 
more than $10,000 in alumni 
scholarships were presented to 
the following, Bridgewater stu-
Llents: 
S. \<',\\·r.:.\h-.,\h \>o\l<! S~hohlrshl\lS:. 
Class of 1931 Scholarships: 
Maureen Brids and Carol 
Mulqueeney. 
Owen and Esther Kiernan 
Scholarships: 
Nancy E. Drsicoll. 
Mildred Canfield Wilber 
SchoJarship: 
Janet A. Coffey. 
Louis Carmel Stearns Scho\a'r-
,.~~·~,,~,~-~~~ll4,.k,tl£:.U~}~1M. 
Deasy; Lisa Ferrara; Louis &fQUJl J&D~!iW. ~\WV!wt!'! w .,,,_""",,.,.,,,,,,, 
Glass; Marjorie Payne; Steven 
Ricci; and Nancy Stanwood. 
Howard Wilbur SchoaJrships: 
Angela Schumacher; Paul 
Zinni; and Robert Zupperqli. 
Isabel' Duarte Mesquita 
Scholarships: 
Donna Luz, Karen . Medeir-
os; and Mark Rodrigues.' 
Class of 1915 Scholarship: 
Wayne Hanlon. 
Class of 1925 Scholarships: . 
Steve Melo; Kelly ·Rogers; 
and Linda Swenson. 
Class of 1926 Scholarships: 
Carolyn Murphy and Scott 
Yakola. 
Sch~larship: · ' ' , 





Lois .Bessie Fuller Sc)'oJatship: 
Elizabeth Dubuque. 
Jeanne· E. Doherty-Class of · 
1961 Scholarship: 
Catherine .Baker .. 
Myrtle LeCompte-Class of 1926 
Scholarships: 
Kevin Dwyer and Bernadette' 
Morrissey. 
Ruby E. H<>wland-Class of 1916 
Scholarship: 
Stephen Doyon. 
Inservice Support Program ·--------------------...:__-----------------i 
Dr. Steven Traw, represent- Sigma Chi Raises Money for Children's Clinic 
ing the faculty of the Burnell 
School, accepted a . $3,600 
check which will be used to help 
disseminate teaching mod.els 
developed at Burnell to other 
public schools in the college's 
service area. 
Weight. Room Expansion 
$2,500 has been awarded to 
assist with the purchase . of 
equipment for an expanded 
weight room facility in the 
Kelly Gymnasium. A proposal 
for this was written by Mr. 
Michael Storey, Athletic 
Director Bo Ruggiero, and 
Professor Peter Mazzaferro. 
Hispanic Social Work 
Program 
Professor Betty Mandell of 
the Department of Social Work 
accepted a $1,000 checkfrom 
Dr. Indelicato to help support 
an outreach program offered 
by her department . 
Bridgewater State College Fraternity Sigma Chi held a car wash o.n Sunday, Apdl 28th, i~ which.they 
raised $200 for the BSC Children's Clinic, a community service program ~vr hand.1capp~d and 
disabled children. At ceremonies where check was- presented are, from left, Sigma C~1 pubhc rela-
tions co-chairman Hugh McLaughlin; Chairman of the De~t. of H;ealth,. Phys1.cal Ed., a~d 
Recreation Dr. Paul Dubois; Clinic Director Dr. Joseph Huber; Sigma Chi public relat10ns co-chair-
man Mark Ingraham; and Sigma Chi officer John Pozerski. Donations from Ed's Hardware helped 
make the car ,;h successful. Tony Vallon is Sigma Chi president. . 
. :the Comment 




John F. Kennedy shaped the 
future of Civil Rights in our 
nation; Walt Disney changed the 
face of family entertainment; 
Thomas A. Edison created a 
foundation upon which 20th 
Century technology could be 
built; these and many like them 
shaped our lives and the course 
of history. The late Dr. Robert 
Larson has earned a place in our 
minds and hearts with them. 
It was during the Autumn of 
1983 that I came to Bridgewater 
State College. Of all the courses 
that I studied that Falt the one I 
can ver)· distinctly remember 
was one taught by Dr. Larson: 
State and Local Government. 
offered for junior entry Political 
Science majors. This was to be 
the first of three courses I would 
take from Dr. Larson. 
A man with strong convic-
tions of what is morally right, 
and confident of his knowledge 
and teaching abilities, Dr. Lar-
son was a different type of 
instructor. Although his tests 
may have come predominantly 
from textbooks, his lectures 
came from the vast resources of 
his experiences and reading. He 
didn't just teach his subjects, he 
endeavored to make his students 
think,and by thinking, learn. To 
me he epitomized many of what I 
have now learned are the finest 
attributes of leadership. He fla-
vored his courses with contro-
versial issues of the day and 
interrelated subsequent courses I 
took from him, "Legislative Pro-
cess" and "Canadian Govern-
ment", he made me more aware 
of the strength of my love for our 
country. 
In the course of his lectures. 
Dr. Larson addressed many sen.:. 
sitive subjects. such as our invol-
vement in Southeast Asia, the 
Atomic Age, our morals as a 
nation, as well as our founding 
father's vision of the future of 
our great nation. As was to be 
expected, he had a few disagree-
ments with students on these 
issues, but he was able to use 
these discussions as a tool for 
helping students to shape and 
reinforce their own concepts of 
what the political process is and 
does. Throughout them all, his 
uncommon dedication to solid 
moral and religous principles, 
patriotic fervor and love of 
country were plainly evident. 
He was the scholar, the profes-
sional; I was only a student. And 
he would be the first to tell you 
that 1 wasn't one of his top-notch 
students. But the grade was 
INVOLVEMENT 
Assistant Director of PHASE.' 
To facilitate carrying out the 
· · future, 
never an issue for me; I was 
learning far more than what the 
course descriptions prescribed. 
As he opened my eyes to new 
perspectives, he also shaped my 
beliefs. 
During my senior year at 
Bridgewater, Dr. Larson was my 
mentor for all matters concern-
ing my studies, student govern-
ment (I held the office of 
Executive Vice President) and 
my plans to be a military officer. 
I was seeking help; he provided 
wisdom. I was self-seeking; he 
was giving. His advice was 
always solid as a rock and pro-
fessional; I'll never forget it. 
Currently I'm a Lieutenant in 
the United States Marine Corps. 
To Dr. Larson I owe much: my 
deeper understanding and the 
strength of my love of this coun-
try. The outstanding example of 
leadership which he provided 
will always be with me. I felt a 
deep sense of loss upon hearing 
the news of his death. I'd Jost ·a 
teacher, a counselor, and a close 
friend. We all lost a fine 
American. 
Res pectfu1Iy, 
David A. Kutcher 
Lieutenant USMC 
Stouffer Bedford Glen Hotel. Stay at a top-class hotel for just $75? 
It's true. We've slashed the regular 
weekday rate at Stouffer Bedford Glen 
Hotel a whopping 40% on weekends. 
That's great news for grads expecting 
out-of-town family and friends. Great 
location, too, just 30 minutes from 
Boston. This Four-Star/Four-Diamond 
. hotel has great facilities, including year-
round tennis and swimming. Con1pli-
mentary HBO, morning coffee and 
newspaper. Casual or elegant dining. 
Now, stay first class any Friday, Saturday 
or Sunday (subject to availabilities). 
For reservations, call your Travel Agent 
or ( 617) 275-5500. Or toll-free 
1-800-HOTELS I. 
SlOUFFER 
BEDFORD GLEN HOfEL 
WANTED 
--~·~.:,\~ji~~j, . J-INJ; .. ~C Q QK,~,,; · ·····c.n.···-,··""·J"''''""'l ion Area,Associates for Human 
Services, Inc., an adult psychiat-
ric treatment center ·1ocated· in 
the· city· of Taunton. This event 
was carried out fo. conjunction 
with the center's Program for 
Health and Social Education 
(PHASE) which offers various 
modes of therapy including 
verbval and . expressive groups. 
More specifically, smtie ·of the 
expressive therapy sessions 
offered are in art, music~ poetry, 
creative writing, and movement. 
The forty-five minute exercise 
program which Nina developed 
will be used on an ongoing basis 
by Nancy Halewood, R.N .• 
instrucboiis and a musical tape. 
Initially, the project . was 
created to fulfill one of the 
assigriments of the PE course, 
Programming for .. Recrc;;ation 
and· Leisure, that Nina is taking 
with Prof. Janice Harris, but in 
th: end, Nina felt the personal 
gains outweighed the 
requirements Speaking about 
her assignment Nina said "Par-. 
ticipating in the effort was· 
indeed a rewarding experience. 
It was very exciting .and heart-
wai:ming . to see the clients at · 
PH.ASE respon4 so positively to 
then ·•·new .routine~. Everyone 
benefitted from the experience;" 
*QUALITY RESUME SERVICE* 
PR 0 FE S S·I 0 N A·L 
writi~g printing 
counseling 
Free Lifetime Updating.· 
.S.peciai Student ··Rates· 
Fall River (617) 674-4672 
*Fulltime po~ition available.·· 
*Experience necessary 
*Good working conditions 
*Overtime pay 
Apply in. person or call for appointment . 
Rest~urant 
293-3537 
·Rte. 58 Hal·f MA I ax, . .. 
An equalopportunity employer 
Through May 24- The Anderson ·Gallery presents the 21st An'?u~l Sfud~nt E~ibi.tio_~ running through May 24.Thejuried. exh1~1t will d1&.pl~y the work of senior art students and Master's 
candidates in art. The Gallery is open M~nday through Friday· from 8:00ain to 3:00pm. Admission free. · 
Through ~~Y. 24-- The Student Union Program Committee pres-
ents the exn.1b1t, Recent Drawings by Edward McDonough in the Student Umon Art Gallery. Mr. McDonough is an alumnus of the 
college, and a past recipient of the Senior Art Award. A graduate Teaching Assistant a~ the Burnell Lab School, heh.as taught art in. 
the Rockland Public Schools. The Gallery is open Monday 
through Thursday from 10:00am ~ 3:00 pm and 6:00 - 8:00pm. 
!h~oug~ May 31:- The M.axwell Library presents the exhibit, L1branes for Chlidr~n; Beginnings. at. Bridgewater,,thro:ugh the 
m.ontb :of May in the Heritage Room· on the first floor oft he· L1l)racy. T~e. exhibit, ~[.;inco/n's Life: in Pho/ographr'.continues 
to be on d1sp~ay on the Special Colle:ctions .Room on the third floor of the Library. 
. 
May.14 -:-The.Astronomy Observatory wiUbe opei;ifor~tar~azing·' 
011 Tue~day at 9:00 p.m. (The obs~rv.at9ry will only.be open on a. 
cle.ar mght.) The o~seryatory is lc:>Gated Jm Summer Street in 
. ~~·rtdar~W}j~fn1icwui n .u:;;(,n:;.;;;::J:n ,~·it'>i~ tt.hh\1 ·~l.U(.)v \.~:~,~·t 
Classified 
WANTED: Roommate for 
Hyannis. $750 for the summer 
one or two females, call 697-
1421. 
FOR SALE: 1976 Monza Good 
Condition!! Call Laurie at 697-
1496 or 337-8354 
VACANCY: One· vacancy .in 
double room of stu.dent Apt, all 
utilities included. within walking 
distance and also on route of bus 
line. Fall & Spring semesters, 
also vacancy- July & Aug. Tel. 
697-7735. 
FOR SALE: Queen sized water-
bed available now !! Wooden 
Head and foot boards, Mattress, 
liner. and pedestal, heating unit 
included. Call 697-7408, dirt che~pt 
SUMMER ROOM;·Afarge tri-
ple bedroom· available June 
through August $120. a month 
plus utilities. Includes, full bath 
kitchen and living facilities. Les~ 
than 100 yds from Camplls!1ehn 
Cheryl or Peg at 697-1565 or 
stop by ·I 09 Maple Ave. 
FOR SALE: 1982 Chevrolet 
Cavalief,2 door; 4 speed manual 
transmission, 4 cylinders, 
AM/ FM radio with cassette 
deck,. Chapman lock, power 
brakes, excellent c:on~itip:n. 
Asking $4290.00, c·atfDays .580-
0111 x ·214 ask for Cindy after 5p'ri1::584-2227: : ·. •/ ; . 
G.":}.;·le/:i~~H.t(~ hJ .. \<t~.ri.;· a~,~-!. ir.~•:if.~ .. ~:itA;~.l.~· 
·Monday,' ·May"I3, 11985 '· 'The'C~otriment ,•, 7 
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. Staff Writer 
reminiscent of White Summer. 
The Firm also employed some 
nice smoke and colored laser 
·effects. 
Half way through the show 
I saw The Firm last Tuesday at there were individual solos. 
the Worcester Centrum. The . Tony Franklin took the stage, 
Firm, as you may know, is a covered in smoke, to do a per-O band comprised of Jimmy Page fectly horrible bass solo. The (formerly of Led Zeppelin) on man looks and sounds like a 1. Prizesforsolvingtriviaquestionsaretwomovieticketsioe.ach guitar, Paul Rodgers (formerly refuge from A Flock of Seagulls winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres. · of Bad Company) on vocals, (a band I detest). Why he was 2. All entries must be received atthe Comment officeby2:00p.m. Chris Slade on drums and Tony with lgends like Rodgers and on the Friday following the issue date. Only one entry p'l!r contest- Franklin on bass. Before telling Page I do not know. When he ant. Comment employees are ineligible~ you about the show, I must con- finished, Pge came out into the 3. There can only be two winners a week, that's. all we can afford, fess that I am an avid Led Zep- smeke. so when there are more than two winners we!/l have a lottery. pelin ~an. I own al~ their albu1:11s Page had his sunburst Gibson 4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College students, 0 an? J~mmy Page IS my favortte Les Paul in one hand and his faculty and alumni. All entries are. to be submitted to the Com- 0 ¥~1tanst. Wh~n I heard h~ had laser-edged violin bow in the ment secretary between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. A O Jomed the_ Firm I ecstatically other. A white inverted pentacle valid J.D. must be approved by the secretary: 'Fhe entry should g ordered tickets to see Pag.e at his feet. He raised the bow. A include the answers. your name, address, and telephone number. 0 onstage. . . green laser cone pyramid shot 5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of the Comment. O Unfo~tunately, upon hst~m~g down, surrounding him. The 6. The person(.'>) with the most number ofcorrect answers will be 0 to the Firm on record a~d hve m crowd roared. Page, cigarette eligible to win the passes. 8 concert I found them. with a few hanging from his mouth, smiled 
i exceptions, boring. The Firm's and touched the bow to the gui-repertoire lacks the style, zest tar. He drew note after note with . B.ecause ~his is the l~st issue of The Comment, there are no more and po.wer of Led Zeppelin or extreme precision, and was very tnvia questions for this year. The staff of The Comment, as well, Bad Company. I didn't expect similar to the long Dazed and I'm s?re, the people who won tickets to General Cinema movie I any rehashes but I did expect Confused solo on The Song showmgs would hke to thank Dr. Smitty for coming up with the more than the Firm's mundane Remains the Same. The guitar questions. He even supplies the answers. Smitty, Thanks. selection of songs. In the first wailed and moaned, the laser 
half of the show Page's guitar pyramid turned with each note, AND THE WINNER OF CONTEST NUMBER NINE JS: §barely stood out. Even the hit slowly at first, then· faster and Gary Ross Radio Active did not have the faster until it was a blur. Page 
. echo it does on the album. weaved and bowed in the upside ~an~ratu_Iat10ns Gary. For t~e rest of our readers (and Gary, who 0 Midnight Moonlight was the down star, all the while drawing d~dn t quite get all of them nght). the answers to contest number g first song that I really enjoyed. notes from the guitar. 
1. tv.:elve to come thtough as powct\'u\ as \n the ..:cn\ct "' th<.: l\,,.1.1\H,p, 
Clapton, Gilmore, Blackmore, 
Neil Young, Billy Gibons, The 
Edge, and many others). The 
sounds eminating from Page's 
Les Paul seemed to have a life of 
their own as they echoed and 
bounced through the Centrum. 
Jimmy Page's techneque, style 
and skill made him stand out as 
the guitar player of the 80's, just 
as he was l 0 years ago with Led 
Zeppelin or 20 years ago with the 
Yard birds. 
The next to take the stage was 
drummer Chris Slade. He did a 
very fine job, just as he did on 
David Gilmour's tour. 
My favorite song bf the even-
ing was the old Righteous Broth-
ers song You've Lost That 
Loving Feeling because of the 
emotional style in which it was 
performed. In the rest of the 
songs Page's guitar really stood 
out well, as did Rodgers' power-
ful vocals. They did two encores: 
Someone to Love and Willie 
Dixon's Evervhodi• N(1 eds 
Somebody. · · 
All in all, however, the Firm 
Disprove that the sum of the 
whole is greater than the parts. 
Indeed the parts, esecially Page, 
add up to a greater sum than the 
whole. The Firm was good, but 
Page was superior. I hope that 
The Firm w\\\ stay tog,cthcr 
be~alt!'.e w\th a \\n!.!up \\kl.! th<.:\n .. (w\th th1.:; 1.:;x.-.:cp\\nn n~ .\.<>n)' 
\'t·:,n\<.\i.n) \\\<::.)' l!\>\\\l\ ~\\\H\ 2. 32 , · ~"'"·'-'"·'" •· tlitr1i'Jr'itis 1~a:jls 1witn"'..Sad ~m--sptFHl·i·Ag laser •.pyramid .. J,t ... was 
nine are: ~au\ Rodgers' voice rea\\y began He \ookc<l \"1ke a g,od ~\.<.HH.hng 






Unreleased tape and Concert 
and WBIM. He apologizes for 
having recorded it in a basement, 
talks to us for a while; gets our 
adderesses and promises to keep 
in touch. You can't say much 
bad about a person who builds 
his the audience the old-
fashioned way: earning them one 
Ordinarily, on this page, we at a time. 
review plays, movies, concerts- When he plays live, you are 
and records that everyone could struck immediately by four 
have seen/ heard I experienced. things at once: one ofthe tightest This week rd like to do some- rhythm sections anywhere in the 
thing different. Last week I Boston. area, the variety of 
wanted to review a rockin' blues sounds that are his style, his total 
barid that .is just starting out that voice control, and :his easy rap-
1 caught at Jack's in Cambridge. port with the audience) Sorne-
They are a four piece blues out- times he'll share the story behind 
fit, fronted by Professor Harp the song, but when the place gets (real name: ff ugh Holmes Jr.) on hot, he'll just tell the band·. 
-harmonica. The crowd was small "Straight'-ahead. Texas march in· but real enthusiastic. People E•• ·and the guys lay down a 
walking by the club were stop- gr'oove for the next· .tune. His 
ping·and listening out front and performance is sp·ontarieous; 
.. watching through the front plate and he can get his harmonica to 
glass. Not ju.st a few stopped - relay the full sound of an organ 
everybody stopped, no matt.er (when I firstwalked into Jack's, I 
who they were. . scanned the stage for keyboards~ 
through a slow-dance beaf an~ pro~~)nto. the videa scene with 
arrangexne11,t with the acc\Lsa'- $omc. ·ot the. tnost .provocative tions and warnings intact. visual . images in the industry-' 
young romance that's so soµred from Anriie singing dirges in· a 
every<:>ne in the room hurts. The white nightgown atop the last of the four cuts is a remake beached hulk of a ship to both of 
ofThe Beatles' Money that them slinging guitars before a 
makes CCR and .John Fogarty burning castle; meshed Euro-
sound like soul-less kids. pean classical, American soul · 
The Professorwill be playing and NY funk with doses of new 
in the Boston area on nights wave, pop and punk. Lennox 
when no one else gets booked provided vocals for Robert 
until the band "gets it all Gorl's Darling Don't Leave Me 
together". For the incredible and .Stewart produced and 
sound he's developed so far, and helped write Tom Petty's latest 
the fact that you can get there. release Southern Accents. 
get in and getco .. uple of beers for ·something that's just starting 
to break the American market you and a dl,\te for under ten h bucks, .don't wait for him to get (which will interest fans as muc 
. them together. He's already well for its departure as for its sim~ 
on his way... 
. ilarity to· the other· Annie. and 
Eufythmics-
ln ·the Garden 
RCA Records 
.Dave stuff) is the European .. 
/Canadian release of last year's 
Jn the . Garden. As the· tirtle 
implies, the sound is euphoric, 
borrowing much of its produc-
tion c.ues from the neo-
: An English pop band called psychedelic sounds of REM, 
;The Tourists created quite a stir The Smiths et al. The pulsating 
·wheri the bio'nd lead singer lost beat of Revenge creates a slow 
. her hair to an overly enthusiastic · tension build up, while the sound 
: fan; leavfog her tressed. in a red effects give it a mystical quality. 
: crewcut From that time, Annie . The European hit Take me to 
Lennox became a focal point of .Your Heart js included, and this 
that, band, and later, with ex- is perhaps the only, place in 
: Tourist Dave Stewart, of America: to get this cut. 
Eurythmics. . . Recommended. listening. . 
As. Eurythmics, they ·,broke 
Hugh is a BSC grad who's even thoughl heard Hugh brag been playig around Boston get- about this talent before). · 
ting his banQ in shape. One can Npw, about thetape. Steady is 1 
tell he~s serious and will get the"· a slow tempo blues jam .. Keep it : 
sound he wants. What else . fo Yourself lays · (loose, f~nky 
would you expect from an ex- feel underneath smooth, smokey 
Muddy Waters sideman?, vocals reminiscent of the SO's." 
into the Atrterican· market with 
soul vocals, classica.lly influ-
enced layering . of sounds and ~ynth-pop arrangements of 
Who's That Girl. Since. then, 
they've done. a dance remix of 
'. SUMMER JOBS 
$7.50 per hour to at.rt 
full and part·time positions available 
·hroughout Southe;astem Mi!SS. and. Rhode 
lslanCI. No experience necessary. Start·l'IOIN<il'\ 
after e1<ams. ~ care«r OJ>C!lings. Call fof 
Then. a·· week later, Hugh r&b and. Motown era. Tlie hurt..: coin~ down to The Comment ing and pleading of (I've Been 
and gives us ·a tape for ourselves ·Your J ·Good Thing ·glares 
their enti~e secc · 1lbum. They ·· 
recorded a sounatrack for 1984; inlollnt~ '~· " '_,.: -1~ ! ! ~ • • ... • .. .... ' .... .i-
Superrl 
Olve yourselves ·a 
pat on the back for 
a. great job, Oradsf 
Best of lt•ck to you I 
. t;OMMENCEtM_ENX ' 
~ ... ---· 
Friday,: May 24-. · 
.11:00 a.m • . 
./ 
! 
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Anthony G. Fagen 
Sports Editor 
II 
As Sports Editor this past semester, I have enjoyed the wonder-
ful moments we have been able to cover here in The Comment. 
From the Celtics moving on in the playoffs, to Cathy Baker and 
the Women's NCAA Regional finalist basketball team, there have 
been many magic moments this past year in Bridgewater State and 
regional athletics. To everyone who has been in Bridgewater Bears 
athletics, you deserve our CONGRATULATIONS! 
Now as promised in last week's issue, a artistic tribute to the 
senior athletes graduating on May 24th. 
***** 
As leaves turn brown and yellow, 
and as summer winds turn cool and mellow, 
The athletes prepare for their turns in the practice line, 
and hope that they will be a part of the game. 
111ey take the shots, 
they make the passes, 
thev listen inrentlv to the coaches, 
and prepare for the game. 
The baule begins, and the game starts. 
Whether win or lose, they will be a part 
of !his game .. .life. 
And now the fields are behind them, 
and so are 1he classrooms, tests, and profs. 
The days and lonf? nights of studying, partying, 
and having fun with friends are now over. 
The days of exams are coming, and the fun times 
will be~in for e\.1eryone. 
The entertainment th'(?y have provided for everyone 
has been exciting, and heartwarming. · 
From dunks. to· basehits. 
·from goals to game winning saves, 
from the NCAA s 10 career records, 
..-.,;:; you have provided.for us superb entertainment. 
-~-
As you receive your diploma and enter our world, 
go with peace and love from us all. 
Our best to you as you graduate on May 24th! 
***** 
Until September, when Amel Har, Union Street Station, Dan, 
and a new office opens at Summer Street Sports Pavillion; have a ~ 
wonderful summer and, in the words of the one and only Bill 




Closedfo.r.the.extent of exams. 
Pool: 









(Editor's note: While we were 
·baking in the office Saturday in 
90 degree heat, this column gave 
us here all sorts of chuckles. 
Thanks to Mike for all his help 
and we hope to see his words of 
wisdom printed here next year. 
This we~k s column is totally 
devoted to Sidelines action. 
AGF) 
Congratulations to the unde-
feated Trojans for their street 
hockey finale triumph over Pub-
lic Enemy. Captain Chuck for 
his entire team returning next 
·year to. Shades of the New York 
lslanders? ... Softball intramural 
champs this year are the Red 
Hots (Coed) and the Blasters 
(Men's) ... Clilb teams to watch 
next year are men's lacrosse and 
women's soccer. There's a lot of 
potential for both to go ar 
around here ... Kudos to Dan 
Pailes and Jerry Tolosko for 
running and doing a super job in 
street hockey and keeping the 
injuries to a minirrium ... Solid 
job put in by Bob McCabe and 






spring. However, Coach Mary-
lou Thimas still sees Terry Gal-
ley of Plymouth State, N.H. (11 
goals) in her sleep after the last· 
game ... Congratulations to the 
women's softball team ( 18-9) for 
their selection to the Eastern 
College Atheletic Conference 
Division III championships. The 
:earn travelled to the resort town 
>f Plymouth, N.H. for the tour-
tament. .. Happy Birthday, 
Jamie Strom (# 20). Now you 
don't have to memorize your ID 
number anymore when going to 
the Rat ... The baseball team 
only 13-19, still had some player~ 
who had an excellent year, those 
being CF Tim Finnegan (he '11 be 
on somebody's all-star team), P 
John Duddy (6-2), only a sopho-
more, and C Chris Dintino 
(.357), a graduate of West Sen-
eca West, a baseball factory in 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Talk about talent, trackster 
Ed Bombadier has been setting a 
school record in the 800-meters 
every time he has a race. The 
latest stop was the New Eng-
land's at MIT this past weekend. 
Having outstanding year's also 
have been Scott Yakola ( 1500-
~eters, steeplechase) and Cindy 
The sunny eighty-plus degree 
weather-didn ~-stop the competi- .. 
tors from competing in the 1985 
Bridgewater State College Tri-
athlon on Friday, May 10th. The 
triathlon, operated on a smaller 1 
scale than a normal triathlon 
(swimming. bicycle racing, 
marathon running), was called a 
"success" by Sportslnformation· 
Director Michael Storey (see 
Bears Business) as he thanked 
the students . and. athletes who 
competed and staffed· the race. 
YOUNG PEOPLE 
PLEASE ... 
We want to h·e1p you select 
the right car and acces-
sories for you and your 
budget. We'll tell you about 
leasing, too! 
The results were .as follows: 
Mike Sullivan won the men's 
open division with. a time of 
l :25:33, while Jon Danbury t~ok 
the student division with a timel 1 
of l: 12:00 flat. On the women •s 
side,. Gail Dooley-Zamaitis wan 
the open division with an excel- i 
lent time of I :27:30. Linda Ann\ I 
Burke took the student division I 
with a time 1:39:31. l 
The relay divisions saw. The 
Flexibilities take the women's 
SERVICE? 
Miskinis has won virtually 
every ser-Vice award given 
by GM in the last three 
years. 
SELECTION? 
We have the largest 
~uick/Pontiac inventory 
anywhere, and it's 
demonstrated by 
knowledg~abl~ people. 
WeJll listen to w.._at you 
say. Come talk.to us. 
self and twenty-four lovely 
ladies. Now that's how you 
spend a Sunday afternoon. 
Thank you Wendy Stoddard for 
those shivering memories ... The 
revitalized BAIRS Club could 
be the club to watch for next 
year. Ideas were a flowing at 
their last meeting of the year-
... This year's BSC Triathlon 
(results here in the sports sec-
tion) was the biggest yet with 
approximately sixty competi-
tors. The eighty degree heat 
didn't sway any of them 
throughout the day. Thanks to 
all of the stdents who volun-
teered their time in helping to 
make this event a success. Great 
looking, Beth Hancock! 
All you people who have been 
gnawing at the bit waiting to see 
what diet I may spout about you 
in this last column need not fear. 
I figure I've taken· enough pot 
shots over this year to give you a 
break. Thanks for putting up 
with my sense of humor for one 
more year. Have a nice summer: 
Pam Kelly, Karen· Frederico, 
Laurie Rota, Jamie Strom, Jay 
parker, Moe Mahoney, Linda 
MacGillivray, carolyn, Maria, 










. crown with a combined. time or 
. I :27:20, with the coed crown 
going to The Cheaters with a : 
l :,24:35 time. The men;s winner I 
was· ·the Channell .Race Team, 
sporting a time of 1:06:35, the 
Because we are the Largest Buick /Pontiac dealer In 
the country, we have volume prices. We tailor 
financing or lease packages to your pocketbook. 
. fastest. time for the relay, div-
isions., The fastest time overall • 
fo.r .. the.individuals. w. as se .. t ... byJo.·n·.···'i Danbury as. he took the student 
division in I: 12:00 fl~t. .. · . . . 
. . . . l\!!s MIS~NIS Bu~W~~~u lftl . . • 
1000 Main Street/Rte. 28, Bridgewater . 
Rte. 24 is parall~I an.d just west of us~ Don't know. the routes? 
Call collect for dwect1ons 697-3113 or 580-0813. 
Monday, May 13, 1985 The Comment 






Our new West Bridgewater S_tore is only 10 minutes awaya_t it I 
the Junction of Rtes 28 & 106 in West Bridgewater. tie· 
We are open until 9:00 p.m. seven nights per week, and we ~ feature the finest and most tasty ice cream you've ever had, as well as iC the freshest and finest bakery products anywhere. it. 
iC Save 10% on any purchase with this ad! iC ~ ~ 
...iit ALL BREADS 6 ROLLS SLICED ON PREMISES -iC 
:I'; NO. SCITUATE HINGHAM DUXBURY . HANSON J, 
"""' 88 Countrv Wa v Hingham Centre Hall's Corner Rtes. 27 & 58 .,... ~ 545-5989 ~ 749-5249 934-0246 293-1313 iC ~ VIS~~·~~~ NEW STO~~~ ~~WEST B0~~;~:;~~;fiM& BRO~~~~%" t ~6eneezer-s- Z: e :Ba~erg ~uil-tonOu.a.l1tg!ie 
****** ****************~* 
Good Sports Gives Final Thoughts 
By 
The Good Sport 
Staff Writer 
Hello Sports Fans, The Good 
sports here and I love ya. Let's 
make some final observations. 
... After facing Roger Clemens 
and Oil Can, I wonder is Reggie 
Jackson's new theme song .. rm 
going Down, Down, Down, 
Down". 
.. .l 'm sick of going to the 
bleachers at fabulou!5 Fenway 
and hearing "great seats, eh 
buddy" or "he missed the tag" by 
the way are these "Eukerisms"? 
... Mark Clear is starting to 
remind me of Luis Aponte. 
... The money hasn't changed, my 
department goes to Jim Rice 
who ,despite making over a mil-
lion dollars a year, is on his way 
to breaking the all time record 
for hitting into double plays. 
... It's nice to see the ever 
respected Boston Herald has 
hired a writer to cover pro wres-
tling. By the way do you think he 
covers NCAA basketball too? 
... Watch for the Celtics, if they 
can get by Detroit they will 
breeze through the 76's and the 
· Lakers. Why?Theydon'tlikethe 
Pistons and will wake up when 
playing the NBA elite. 
TO: Bridgewater State College students 
FROM: Bob Dolan - President, Vital Resources 
RE: Resume Preparation 
... These could be some of our 
favorite sports characters favor-
ite songs, or artists 
Material Girl-Jean Yawkey 
Please Release Me Let Me 
Go "'" Anyone playing on any 
team from Cleveland 
Putting Out the fire with 
Gasoline - Mark Clear 
The Fools - Haywood, 
Buddy, Jean, Billy and Patrick 
Take this Job(ball) !ind 
Shove-lt - The Celtics talking to · 
Bill Lambeer 
The Lines - Willie Wilson 
Cry Me a River - Isiah 
Thomas 
During my career in private industry I received thousands of 
resumes. The Personnel Department received thousands more that 
never even.got to me~ ~inety-five percent (95%) of them looked 
exactly alike, and didn.t t~ll me anything-about the person. 
Let me a~sure you: 
companies ·aqn"t hire, an individual does. 
companies don"t hire cr~dentials, _they h,ire people., 
corporate individuals will interview interesting people. 
A resume that looks and sounds like everyone elae .. s makes look and sound like everyone else! YOU 
Vital Resources is a full service .Marketi'ng & Ad t' i l t d h . , · ver is ng Agenoy oca e ere in Bridgewater. If you are looking for c · t't' ' Advantage, a resume t~at tells a potential employer :hoomYOpeu ir1ve· call me. 
· a e, 




Since this is the last paper 
being printed for this school 
year; I won't be able to cover the 
Celtics throughout the rest of the 
·playoffs. 
The Celtics lately have been 
taking a lot of "heat" about how 
they aren't playing up to par. 
Yes, I agree the Celts should 
have won game four and with 
ease. The problem was not Bird's 
cold shooting , but the tremend-
ous amount of turnovers they 
produced for Detroit to capital-
ize on. Yes, Bird's a clutch per-
former, but even he's human. 
People, don't forget the Pistons 
are a very good team and are 
playing good ball too. The Celts, 
however, should take the series 
and advance to play the well-
rested Sixers. I'rh not going to 
say anymore predictions , 
because the Sixers are hot and 
the Celtics are having a tough 
series. Look at it this way, plav-
Hooked on Classics -
Johnny Most 
I'm in the Money-Any Pro 
Athlete 
... Why doesn't Harry Sinden 
wake up, bury the hatchet, and 
hire a known winner and fan 
favorite Don "Grapes" Cherry. 
Bring Back Blue 
... Wen one of the Good Sports 
ing six or seven' game series can 
be a positive thing for the Celts, 
it keeps the boys from being lazy 
and keeps them tuned up for the 
next series. Anyway, I think the 
Celts will repeat this year,. 
because it's their destiny. Also I· 
think Larry Bird will repeat as 
M.V.P. Just like.Jast year. 
I've enjoyed writing for the 
Comment; it's given me some 
experience in writing for a news-
paper. This year I basically 
stayed with the Celtics, but there 
were a' few stories I did for extra 
experience. For example, my 
artricle on waiting in line for U-2 
tickets. This article was the kind 
that people could relate with and 
sort of laugh at. I had fun with 
the a1 ~icle and people thought it 
was good too. The word "buf-
foon" seemed to catch everyb-
ody's attention. Anyways it was 
fun and I hope to be back riext 
year and writing not just for ~-;;~ 
sports, but maybe other topics as _, 
well. So I'll be back, but better 
than before ... see ya and have a 
gre.at summer! 
... It's been a pleasure working 
for Tony Fagen future personal 
sports statistician for legendary 
Mike Volpone 
... Get ready the Good Sport is 
going to be serious and sincere 
for once and give a special 
thanks to Carrie and the rest of 
The Commment for making the 
Good Sport feel welcome into 
their little family. Again Thank-
You. 
predictions came true early, ,.""" ........... _._......._...........,. ........... ,.,_,._......,.., ............ .-.--........, 
Yogi Berra. is noJonger the Yan- TYPING SERVICES 
kees leader Resumes, Labels, Reports 
Cover/etters, Thesis, Etc. 
... Julio Valdez where have you 
gone'? 
... Did you notice during last 
nights Celtics halftime when 
they were shouting Bob Cousy's 
highlights they ran out and had· 
to repeat them. Another thing 
the Good Sport would enjoy is 
having a co1orman withthe inteJ-
ligence and insight of Bob Cousy 
,but would also like to see some-· 
o n e w h o c o u Id v o ca 1 ii e· 
properly . 
... Buddy LeRoux should have 
his head examined for even sugT 
gesting that the Sox leave 
Fen way. 
... Note: Here's the major predic-
tion of the week, the Flyers will 
beat the Oilers in six games. 
... Since the Good Sports is leav-" 
ing for the summer why don't , 
you listen to Eddie Andelman 
for an the good sports tidbits .. 
Eddie is the Good Sports hero. 
... The Good ~port does not 
respect Spend a Bucks decision 
to run in th~ . Jersey Stakes · 
instead of the preakness where is 
loyalty. · 
Done on a word processor for 
quick changes and/or updates. 
Dianne 294-8240 ($5.00 min.) 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
·~ ational company has, 
,immediate openings for college 
·etudents. Full and parttime. 
Flexible hours. Above average 
earnings. Scholarship bonuses. 
.,.~a~ lead to high level 
~managerial pps,ition · upon 
graduation. 584-8892 · or 1·800.: 
322-4421 
. ·, ..• 
Going Home to Worcester?? 
Spend the Summer with Vs ... 
Classes Begin ~vw 28 and JULY 8 
CALL ·79J',}s100 
WORCESTER STATE COLLEGE 
Division of Graduate & Continuing Education 
HORRORSCOPES 
Aries( Mar 21-Apr 20) If it wer 
Christmas Santa would brin 
you no presents. 
Taurus(Apr 21-May 21) If yo 
indulge you will bulge. 
Gemini( May 22-Jun 21) If you 
wear the same clothes every day 
people will remember you better. 
Cancer( Jun 22-Jul 23) Always 
remember that if you crumple 
your money in little balls it won't 
stick together. 
Leo(Jul 24-Aug 23) If you do 
rugs, they aren't working if you 
~an read this. 
Virgo( Aug 24-Sgp23)When The 
Who wrote ''Teenage Waste 
Land" they had you in mind. 
Ubra(Sep 24-0ct 23) A tall sca-
i:y creature wi11 come to visit 
his week. 
corpio(Ocr 24-Nuv l2) Watch 
ut for evil Gremlins. they creep 
n the early morn. 
. The 
rystal 'ball shows dark caves in 
our near future, 
Aquar!us(Jan 21-Feb 19) lfyou 
re thmkmg of taidng a swim 
this week, DON'T! The sharks 
re sure to get you. 
P~sces( Feb 20-Mar 20) The evil 
. ltche~ brew is missing one 
mgr~d1ent~ you. 




Last week 1 put my foot in my 
mouth and have been unable to 
g~t it c,rut.. He.lp me!· please ·it;is 
einbatrissing to hop around 
campus on one foot. The 
lq.firm~ry gave me Cepacol, but I 
have· been unable . to use it due 




Well it is better to have yout 
~foot in your mouth then some-
one elses up your .. ~Nose!-
Dear P.J., 
I seem to be developing a 
strange eating habit. I eat pickles 
and ice cream all day long. When 
I'm not eating them I'm crave 
them. What is wrong with me, 
could I be pregnant? 
Doug D.Quack 
Dear Doug, 
See a doctor quick, you could 
be the first male ever to be 
pregnant! 
Mornings mist has beckoned me 
To tread her dewey floor. 
I walk - my footprints burn the 
grass 
And open Dawns bright door. 
f\.nd once inside , l see a light 
That shines across my Soul 
And. bathes me in a Peaceful 
wan~1th 
That Death can. never· know. 
Graduation (graj-e-washen) The 
award or acceptance of an aca-
demic degree or diploma. 
"If at first you don't succeed, try, 
and try again." 
What did the produce manager 
say to the rude carrot? 




Word Twls-ters ·· 
RENT RA 
~0~[!)00 
S S A ·M H 
DOOl!J(i] 





DDDl::JL!JW r t:'':'::t:; answer: . --1. 1 ·· What abuse does a kernel of I 
I popcorn take? I 
I ·I I "ASSAULT AND BUTTERY' I 
L.•------nmm: - ' 
Why did they close the 




B LC K I 
M EG c A 
H AE D l 
E T s I J 
c H R 0 p 
s E Q s c 
t R WM Y 
AB z T p 




R L w 
p u T 
A I N 



















K y D F 
D L E s 
L E N B 
K 0 y A 
x T M B 
w N p y 
H R H 0 
1 z 0 I 
p s T. L 
s v M K 
A T l N 










M o n d a y ,  M a y  1 3 ,  1 9 8 5  T h e  C o m m e n t  1 3  
~ :  T h e  C o m m e n t  S t a  
w i s h e s  y o u  a  g r e a t  s u m m e r  
14 Biitzr;u:;g9s> .. · , "'. l 
A controversial decision (Those Clubs Wi
th Yea.riv 
rocked the halls of Boyden last Budgets
.) T.C. W. Y.B. has bee~ 
. week when it was announced pressur
ing the current adminis-
that President Adrian Rondi- tration 
to get Rondileau to can-
leau was going to visit Bliztburg eel his t
rip ... We just can't believe 
Cemetery: Blitzburg is infamous that h
e is going there.,, a 
as the bunal place of some of the T.C.W.
Y.B. spokesman stated 
top S.S. (SGA Senate) leaders of "Especially, at thi
s time of vear~ 
the .. Lawrencian regime. The We are
 all anxiously looking for-
dec1s1on ?as shocked the college ward to
 a fresh start. We have 
community and: ~~ a result, has tried to forgive and forget, 
and 
leveled severe cnt1c1sm at Rondi- now he
 dredges it all up again 
lea ' 1· 
u s po icy· and pours
 salt on our fresh 
':'~en asked to explain his wounds. Oy, what a nebish!" 
~ecis10n Rondileau has said, Kevin Dwyer plans to write an 
. Surely the Lawrencian regime article 
in support of Rodileau's 
is one of .the most heinous in visit. D
wyer states, "Hey, what 
recorded history. We must never the hell.
 Call it commitment. call 
forge~ the cruel acts of the Ways it stubborness -some have even 
To Be Mean Commitee, and we called 
it . silly a man who 
must never allow such acts to stands b
y his words is a man of 
~appen again. However, it is principle. After all, the cemetery 
time :ve honor those. d~ad who is right next to the Art Building
. 
were JUSt as much v1ct1ms of a We aU 
see it every day anyways." 
madman as we were. If you read · Rodil
eau plans on taking the 
the tombstones you will find that new BS
C private jet. "The bus 
some of them were mere Fresh- just wouldn't be kosh
er for a trip 
men, undeclared even, who were of this 
magnitude." Rondileau 
cau.ght up in that terrible time reasons
, and plans on parachut-
penod we call W.W. 2T (Ways ing onto Bliztbu
rg. "This will 
To Be Mean's Wallet Too Tight) symbolize the land
ing on D-day, 
Not only are ther: top members and be
sides, I have always 
of the S.S. ?uned there, but wanted 
to go parachuting." The 
those poor children." debate 
over the whole matter 
T~e greatest criticism has been goes on. (Unintelligent Press
 









New hours reserved 
-=-~0 ~for skinny dippers! rq~~---- ...... 
Wednesday Afternoons 
12:00 to 3:00 p.m. 
No suits required 




















I Shotgun Research and Materi(!ls 
I 
I 








I Offices ·in CONNECTICUT: New Haven, OHIO: Wilmington, FLORIDA: Lauderdale Lak
es, Miami, Milton, 
I 
I MAINE: Portland, MASSA
CHUSETTS: Boston, Bridgewater, Plymout
h, Mansfield, Newton C:entr.e, MINNE-
I 
I SOT A: Mankato, 
Minneapolis/ St. Paul, Redwood Falls, and NEW
 JERSEY: Atlantic City 
I 
I CALL FOR 'AN APPOINTMEN
T! - I 
I Cement Shoes and Shotgun Weddings Cove
red I 



















'I ,:: .,,,;;;:·::;:''''' 
;:'.: : .. :. . .. . .. :C·.· 
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The Great Hill to go condo. 
WBIM plays a song you've 
heard before. 
S.G.A. debates five hours over 
$3.50 for disposable ash trays. 
Matt Donoghue had nothing to 
say! 
The Commuter parking lot has 
been declared a seperate state. 
The Campus Police ran out of 
tickets ... the campus is now in 
mourning. 
The Commuter Cafe announced 
new launch hours and expects to 
meet the Space Shuttle in orbit. 
Tilly to be renamed Chateau de 
Till. 
Female student shot in info 




Election declared valid ... Mr. 
Write In wins with a landslide. 
Health Services runs out of 
Cepacol...students panic. 
Rondileau plans to pledge Alpha. 
New organization on campus, 
founded by Tim Driscoll. We 
Hatea Fratta to take pledges 
next semester. The only require-
ment to join the new frat is that 
you can't belong to another frat. 
We are already the largestfrater-
nity on campus and the mem-
bership is growing daily ... New 
sorority to begin next fall; to be 
called I Fe/ta Beta Thi. · 
Cisco Meneses to start a much 
needed service for all resident 
students. The company will be 
called T* R* I* X, he claims Satis-
faction Guaranteed!!!(P.A. 
Committee plans long undercov-
ers investigation.) 
Rat moves to Alpha lot. 
Quasimodo on payroll at 
Boyden. 
Jn the name of E.R.A., Horace 
Mann Auditorium has been 
changeq to Horace Person 
Auditorium. 
··Arts llevfow to win- · · 
Prize if ever published. 
Bookstore to return arms 
legs .. 
Library to fumigate for Book 
Worms. 
Chris Harwood doesn't live m 
the Rat!!! 
Headline 
The No Comment has come to 
the conclusion ·that Nathanial 
Doughnutwhole is a real asset to 
the SGA. Nat has been assistant 
to the President, Treasurer, Sec-
ratary, and the rest of the SGA. 
As a matter of fact he is a take 
charge kind of guy. Ht.. often 
takes matters into his own hand. 
We tried to call his parents and 
get their word in on the rumor 
that they named him Nat 
becau.se he is always under eve-
rybody's skin, bu.t _the line was 
busy . because Nat was on the 
phone. The No Comment says 
there is no connection between 
their handy flyswatter al)d Nat. 
There is no evidence to support 
the fact that Nat is as pleasant as 
hemorrhoids. The No Comment 
staffis putting out a plea for Nat 
Doughnutwhole to return to 
public office. 
Larry Denise, a moving force 
in the GAS has been caught up in 
a career ruining scandal. Larry, 
who was once thought to be fol-. 
lowing- in his father's footsteps 
by entering politics, has been 
accused of being a mamma's 
boy. When The No Comment 
busted into the GAS chambers 
they were shocked and horrified 
to see the President of GAS play-
ing with paper dolls. and 
matches. He was also overheard 
saying "The people the people I 
need complete control of the 
people." The No Comment was 
tipped off that dirty .. dealings 
were going on by a phone call by 
someone simply calling himself 
the "Ratt". The No Comment 
has decided considering Larry 
Denises' mental condition that 
he is more than qualified to serve 





We'llhelp you make 
arrangements in ac-
cordance with your 
needs. Let us help. 
Bell's 
Funeral Home 




The No ·Comment is publicly 
endorsing Dominic Pooley Jr. 
for SGA Senator. He is one of 
the oldest students at BSC. and 
one ofthe most experienced in 
all phases.of life. Dom.is getting 
a. bad .rap and we believe its 
undeserved. The sto.ries of cam-
paigning in the Rat's bathrooms 
have not been proven. Another 
unproven fact is that Dom's nose 
is a permanent shade of brown. 
And has anyone actually seen 
Dom stealing apples from Tilly 
and giving them to BSC faculty. 
All in all The No Comment feels 
that Dom Pooley is the best can;. 
didate and deserving of your 
yqte~ .. 






After years of dedicated sevice 
to the students of BSC Dr. TBA 
has finally received tenure. She is 
widely known for the diversity of 
classes that she teaches. She has 
great expertise is courses such as 
library introduction as well as 
knowledge in the fields of phys-
ics and psychology. 
Although Dr. TBA is absent 
from all of her classes, other 
professors take her 
place. Dr. TBA is some what of a 
mysterious woman. No one has 
actually ever met her , but it is 
assumed that she exists. Her 
name appears in the course cata-
logue every semester, under 
every department. The excuse 
given for her constant absentee-
ism is "She can't be everywhere 
at once". 
The Board of Trustees, who 
granted her tenure, think that 
she deserves this honor for her 
willingness to teach anything. 
Dr. TBA hasn't been notified of 
the Board's decision, but hope-
fully she will read this article. 
•' .. 
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NEW GER STANDARDS GOTTA H.AVE ARTS 
The ?Generally Education 
·Requirements Subcommittee of 
the Curious Committee met late 
last week in their final phase of 
hearings for changes in the ?Gen-
erally Education Requirements 
known commonly as ?GERs. 
After intense arguments between 
the facts and the analysis, there 
was some widespread agreement 
on some points. 
First off, all freshman will be 
required to take EN-IO I, 102, 
103, 104, I 05, and 106 and need a 
5.0 in the first three parts to be 
exempted from the rest. Any 
freshman who can not pass all of 
these levels or be exempted will 
be forced read and report on 
President Reagan's Education 
Department report on "Why 
Collij Stoodints Cain't Rite". 
The History Department has 
i~~s;l.,,e!i~~ling their cur-tf//J.·.·~SilM·i\fti:Sn<t<p··tr· ~~11>11'~mil1!jli .... · · d · t't t" · 
.,,.,,, ··.. ' . . ... vgra an ins 1 u mg a 
· new course structure entitled. 
''History in Retrospect". Stu-
dents will now take such courses 
as "WW .II: How Hiroshima 
Effected Pearl Harbor" and 
~'The Sexual History of the 
World's Great Monarches, from 
Catherine ·the Great to · Calig-
ula". The course fulfilling the 
?GER . requirement will be 
''FromNu,i::lear Holocaust to Big 
Bang". 
Math majors have several 
changes in _store for them. The 
Department will now require 
them to have the tables of square 
roots, trigonomic functions and 
natu-ral logs memorized by the 
end of MA 104. Upon gradua-
tion, the majors will be able to 
recreate all Eintein 's theories 
purely from memory. "Why 
teach geometry?" one faculty 
member was heard to mutter. 
"There's no market for it." 
The Life Sciences Department 
has made no carved in stone 
decisions as of yet. It does have 
several new projects in the mak-
ing, including one life size 
human being. Several students 
told The No Comment that they 
were excited about such a class. 
"I hear they already got the lungs 
and bowels in flamaldahide solu-
tions. I just can't wait," said a 
sophmore Bio major. "Body 
work was always just a hobby for 
me before!" 
Philosophy· majors are jubi-
lent (all twelve of them). The 
requirement they are an criti-
quing is a new class, "All the 
Things that No one Can Ever 
Understand Completely". This 
400 level class will be -Open to 
· majors and nonmajors alike.· A 
spokesperson for the stud en ts in 
the department showed his gratk 
tude for the new course by writ-
ing a I oo' page tr.eatise, "Why I 
Never Asked". When questi-
oned, he responded, "Why not?" 
Well, Phys. Ed., Health 
Science, and Recreation majors, 
lo.oks like you get more fun than 
the rest of us. The ••Human 
Body: Parts One, Two and [look The campus is in an uproar 
outf Three"-will be required by over the long overdue The 
majors and can be used as a Bridgewater Arts Review . .. I've 
?GER elective by nonmaJ·ors. been waiting and waiting for What's in the course'? you ask. If 
you don't know, we suggest you them to arrive, but alas, I haven't 
need this class. seen them.,. said one weary con-
But enough about Depart- tributor. Editor of The Bridge-
ment changes. Remember water Arts Review, Scott Esau, 
Library Intro'? Its bibliography has been seen almost daily in the 
now must include every library office. "There is nothing fot me 
book in the building. Reference to do." Esau laments, "We sent 
sources must note in addition to out the book and we have been 
the standard bibliographic infor- waiting for it to come back from 
mation listed in Turabian, the the printer's." Esau states that 
color of the book, the number of instead of having the book 
pictures, the date you used it, 
and sworn statement by any (which he feels was obviously 
library personnel that he/ she st~len because it is just to"o good) 
saw you in the library using it. come out, he will use the cJub's 
English is not enough. Stu- money for an extravaganza of 
dents must have a working culture and taste. "We have 
knowledge of three languages, some really neat things planned. 
each from a different geographic Such as: Two scantily clad ele-
area. ''Our goal," stated the Cur- 'Phants fighting to the death in a 
ious Committee, "'ls to allow vat of jello. A group activity 
BSC graduates .the opportunity which includes a rubber sheet, 
to fill out their GSL and HELP hot Crisco oil, and Paul Simon 
loan applications in .stveral dif- singin. g S/in Sliding Awa''~ A 
ferent tongue~. And after: they r .r 
graduate tQ be. able to tell· any (.funking booth of sulphuric acid 
special appearance of the alleged 
President Rondileau (has 
anyone ever really seen him?.) 
The clubs finding absolutely 
nothing wrong with their 
budgets. Editorials full of love 
and respect. Letters to the Editor 
full of love a.nd respect. A nice 
SGA. Unlimited parking on 
lower campus for commuters. 
Good food at Tilly. Tilly's menu 
printed in The Comment once 
again, so I know when to go to 
the Rat. My ow11 specialty act. I 
will eat a rubber tire to The 
Flight of the Bumblebee while 
tap dancing in a tub of oatmeal! 
The extravaganza will be held 
simultaneously on the Quadran· 
gle in front of Boyden Hall with 
graduation. This way the parents 
can really see what entertain-
ment is all about and, besides, l 
have a wonderful finale planned 
that involves marrying off all of 
the graduating senior class to 
imported Tahitian grass-cloth." 
Esau wilJ be admitted to the 
nefirest mental institution at the 
end of the semester. 
bank anywhere in. the world, / for the Massachusetts Board of 
don't have the money to pay it Regents and their increases: A 
backr' · . · II================================= 
So that's the plan. If you have 
any complaints or suggestions, 
or you'rejust plain curious con-
tact The Committee. They hold 
your future in their proposals. 
(Oh, did we mention the Seven 
Year Bachelor's Program'?) 
DEAD·HORSE BEATEN 
·Last Thursday a group of 
B.S.C. students were found, 
holding sticks, whips and 
brooms, in front of the Student 
Union beating a dead horse. 
Dqm. Fooley, ,a spokesman for 
the group, said "We have to beat 
it to a pulp in order to know that 
it's really dead." All members of 
the Post Mortum Committee 
expressed enthusiasm in their 
investigation on how many times 
you must beat a dead horse 
before it is in fact really dead. 
Our investigative reporter 
found Questine Swen hiding in 
the bushes. taking an actual 
count of the number of beatings 
given to the dead horse, at last 
count it was· 122. One· member 
was quoted as saying "Take that 
swine. I'll fix your little red 
wagon!!" 
At this time it is not known 
when these beatings will stop. If 
you or a,member of your family 
would like to beat this dead 
horse please B. Y.O.P. (Bring 
your own paddle) no later than 
. rhursday at 2:00 p.m. 
